
Manufactured exclusively by: ABC Compounding Co., Inc.  Atlanta, Georgia / Dallas, Texas
Earth Force Ltd. is a registered trademark of ABC Compounding Co., Inc. Atlanta, GA 30321

®

A concentrated low foaming steam extraction and bonnet cleaner that 
works effectively on all types of carpets, including the latest generation 
of stain resistant carpets. Formulated with synthetic wetting agents, 
grease emulsifiers, water softeners and optical brighteners. Leaves a 
nice fresh scent. Excellent anti-resoiling properties keep carpet clean 
longer than conventional extraction products.

DIRECTIONS FOR USE

Steam Extraction: Dilute 1 ounce to each gallon of water in the 
solution tank. Add anti-foam if necessary. For heavily soiled areas, use 
2 oz/gal; for carpet pre-spotting, use 3-5 oz/gal.

Bonnet Cleaning: Although this product has been formulated 
specifically for steam extraction, it is also a good bonnet cleaner when 
used in accordance with the directions below. Dilute as above, and 
spray approximately 100 sq. ft. at a time, holding sprayer 12”t o 16” 
above carpet. Avoid soaking carpet. Dampen bonnet pad with water, 
do not soak. Spray bonnet with cleaning solution and place bonnet 
under machine on carpet, sprayed-side down. Buff carpet over 
sprayed area, turning the pad over or changing it when heavily soiled. 
Allow carpet to dry for 30 minutes to an hour then vacuum thoroughly. 
Note- If furniture must be replaced before carpet is dried, place 
cardboard strips under furniture legs.

SAFETY CAUTIONS: It is recommended that protective                                
gloves and safety glasses be worn when using this                         
product. Refer to SDS for additional safety information.

Typical properties:
Specific Gravity:  1.045
pH:  8.0
Phosphates (P O ):  <1%2 5
Solids:  15.0%
Solvents:  4.0%
Appearance:  Clear light blue liquid
Fragrance:  Fresh

Available packaging: 4/1 gallon case
5 gallon pail

6475EFTDS.082118

Fibre Zone
Carpet extraction/traffic lane pre-spotter

Excellent anti-resoiling
properties

Safe on stain-resistant
(fifth generation) carpets

Excellent extraction
and bonnet cleaner

Leaves a clean fresh scent
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